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Ervin Joins Dealership
Network for Stoughton Trailers
Toledo, IL. (Monday, November 28, 2016) — Ervin is the newest addition to the network
of North American dealers for Stoughton Trailers, LLC.
Stoughton Trailers’ extensive family of dealerships covers the entire United States,
Mexico and Canada. Ervin’s sales territory for Stoughton Trailers will be focused on the
South as well as a few other strategic areas.
“Ervin brings a great deal of experience and resources to our dealership team,” said
Stoughton Trailers Vice President of Sales and Marketing Brian Kahl. “We especially like
that Ervin is in a position to deliver a complete suite of services — such as trailer
leasing, repairs, parts and financing.”
“We at Ervin are excited to offer Stoughton® brand trailers,” President Cole Ervin said.
“Family-owned Stoughton Trailers matches our same core values, as we are family
owned and operated as well. This partnership could not have come at a better time as
Stoughton Trailers has an aggressive business plan that aligns with ours. We look
forward to growing with them in the future.”
About Ervin; Ervin is a global equipment supplier that focuses on new and used trailer
sales. We don’t just sell trailers we also buy used trailers. From fleets of 5 to 5,000, we
pay top dollar for your equipment. In addition to offering a wide selection of new and
used equipment, Ervin has staff dedicated to assisting with financing, lease, logistics and
auction services. Ervin will help guide our customers through every step of the
acquisition process because we don’t just want to sell equipment; we want to be a
partner because our customer’s success is measured one customer at a time.
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